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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Executive summary 

 

This report details the findings of consultations conducted in relation to the 

Structured Dialogue Process carried out for the National Youth Council of 

Ireland (NYCI) in partnership with the Department of Children and Youth 

Affairs (DCYA) on behalf of the National Working Group on Structured 

Dialogue.  This consultation process is happening at a national level all over 

Europe and the reports will set the agenda for the EU Youth Conference in 

Slovakia taking place from October3rd to 6th 2016, where young people and 

policy makers will work together on recommendations on the theme of a 

diverse, connected and inclusive Europe.   

In total, 265 young people and youth workers/leaders were consulted in 

Ireland as part of this cycle of Structured Dialogue “Enabling all young people 

to engage in a diverse, connected and inclusive Europe, Ready for life, ready for 

society”. As part of this consultation NYCI endeavoured to use different 

methods of engaging young people and youth organisations and employed 

various consultation methodologies to ensure that the process was inclusive 

and that there was diversity of age, ethnicity, gender, social background and a 

geographic spread. This report details the opinions and recommendations of 

young people in relation to what changes in society they are concerned about; 

how to connect with people from difference cultural, social, economic, 

religious backgrounds; avoiding the stigmatisation of vulnerable young people; 

feeling that you belong to society and the competencies needed for young 

people to realise their full potential.   
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The issues the young people raised included racism, discrimination and 

migration and highlighted education, both formal and non-formal as a method 

of addressing these issues, among other recommendations.   

The recommendations from the EU Youth Conference in Slovakia will be 

worked on at a European level and potentially included in a resolution adopted 

at the council of youth ministers meeting.  At a national level we will continue 

the process, engaging young people, youth organisations and policy makers in 

the implementation stage through Young Voices youth events and through the 

implementation of  Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures, the national policy 

framework for children and youth.  For more information on the Structured 

Dialogue process in Europe, called Young Voices in Ireland see 

youth.ie/youngvoices.   
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About structured dialogue  
 

The structured dialogue process is an instrument to ensure that the opinion of 

young people is taken into account in defining youth-related policies of the 

European Union. To achieve this, the structured dialogue process brings 

together young people and policy-makers across the EU to jointly discuss and 

feed into youth policy at national and European level.  In Ireland the Young 

Voices project run by NYCI, in partnership with DCYA, ensure the participation 

of young people at a national, regional and local level are included in the 

structured dialogue process. 

Structured Dialogue is divided into 18 month cycles, involving 3 Presidency 

Countries, holding the Presidency of the Council of the European Union for 6 

months each.  Each cycle of structured dialogue focuses on an overall thematic 

priority agreed by the EU Youth Council of Ministers. There are three phases to 

the cycle.  The 1st phase is Exploration.  This exploration phase has taken place 

with a youth event and three youth delegates attending the EU Youth 

Conference, the outcomes of which were the guiding questions for the 2nd 

Phase, Consultation and then onto the final implementation phase.  

Each National Working Group submits a National Report with the results of its 

consultations to the European Steering Committee by the deadline of Sep 1st 

2016. The compilation of National Reports constitutes the main background 

document for discussions on recommendations at the EU Youth Conference. 

The next EU Youth Conference will take place in Slovakia in October 2016 and 

three young people from the consultation phase will form the Irish delegation 

to this conference along with representatives from the Department of Children 

and Youth Affairs. 

“Enabling all young people to engage in a diverse, connected and inclusive 

Europe, Ready for life, ready for society” is the overarching theme for the 18 
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months from January 2016 to end June 2017. The fifth cycle of the Structured 

Dialogue should focus on how to ensure that all young people in Europe are 

able to develop the competences that enable them to engage in a diverse, 

connected an inclusive Europe.  It is relevant to also include how to ensure 

involvement of all young people, including minority and marginalised youth 

(such as youth with a migrant background and youth facing mental health 

problems). The development of these skills and competences can play an 

important role in preventing exclusion and in helping young people to develop 

self-esteem and resilience to deal with trends towards marginalisation and 

exclusion. Young people not at risk should also have the competences to 

contribute to an inclusive society. 
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Guiding questions  
 

The guiding questions inform the national consultations carried out by the 

National Working Groups (NWG) in each EU Member State. The guiding 

questions for this consultation are: 

1) What changes in society are you concerned about and what do you need 

to be able to adapt to such changes? What would make you feel more 

secure?  

 

2) What would help you connect more and build trust with people from a 

different cultural, social, economic, religious background than yours? 

 

3) What can be done to avoid the stigmatization of vulnerable young 

people and provide them with equal opportunities in society? 

 

4) What do you think makes you feel that you belong to a local community, 

to society, to Europe? 

 

5) What competences would help you when you are facing difficult 

situations? 

 

6) What would you need to fully realize your potential and help others to 

realize theirs? 
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SECTION 2: METHODOLOGY 

 

Data collection methods 

 

A number of data collection methods were used for this cycle of Structured 

Dialogue which included research, consultation workshops, public consultation 

events and an online consultation process: 

 53 young people attended a national Young Voices exploration event in 

March 2016 to begin discussions about the theme of “Enabling all young 

people to engage in a diverse, connected and inclusive Europe, Ready for 

life, ready for society!” 

 50 young people from minority ethnic backgrounds were consulted in 

six focus groups as part of research conducted by NYCI  

 25 youth workers/youth leaders were consulted through a workshop 

open to the public in Dublin in June 2016 

 13 young people who were part of the existing Young Voices National 

Implementation Project were consulted through a workshop in June 

2016 

 11 young people from migrant backgrounds were consulted in a 

workshop through the Migrant Rights Centre Ireland (MRCI) in June 

2016 

 14 young people from a Roma background were consulted in a 

workshop organised through Ferns Diocesan Youth Service in 

Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford in July 2016 

 67 young people attended a National Young Voices Youth Consultation 

event in Dublin on Thursday July 28th 
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 31 young people provided submissions as part of an online consultation 

process  

 

Workshop methodology 
 

The overall flow of the workshop sessions related to the ‘journey’ of young 

people to their potential. It considered the barriers that might be present 

along the way and how young people might overcome those barriers as 

individuals, but also in the context of decision makers. The workshop 

methodology tied in with the six guiding questions and youth friendly versions 

of the guiding questions were developed and used in the consultations with 

young people. 

 

The workshop methodology included: 

 The Start point - Sign posts on pieces of card were used to capture the 

feedback. This represents the journey beginning. Participants identified 

situations of vulnerability young people might face which could have an 

impact on their start point for a journey towards reaching their 

potential.  

 Belonging - A flipchart page was used with circles drawn on it, i.e. 

community, society and Europe. Participants wrote down what made 

them feel like they belong in their local community, society and in 

Europe.  

 Adapting to change - Flipchart pages with different pathways were 

used. The pathways with a dead end are where respondents identified 

the struggles to adapt to change. The open pathways flipchart page 

captured ideas that might help young people to adapt to change. 

 Connecting with people - A ‘Walking in my Footsteps’- exploring 

inequalities exercise was used and afterwards respondents were invited 
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to identify some of the barriers people from different backgrounds face 

and then outline factors that would be helpful. 

 Dealing with tough times - A flipchart or sheets with a backpack drawn 

on it were used where respondents thought about what ‘competences’ 

or skills someone might benefit from having on a journey where there is 

change, challenges, different people and new experiences. 

 

Research  

 

Research was conducted by NYCI with young people from minority ethnic 

backgrounds living in Ireland. In total, 50 young people were consulted through 

six focus groups conducted in Dublin, Munster, Ulster and Leinster. Over eight 

out of ten (82%) of young people who participated in the research were born 

outside of Ireland and 18% were Irish born. Over half (51%) of young people 

consulted through the research were born in Africa, 19% were born in Ireland, 

16% were born in Eastern Europe, 10% were born in Asia and 4% were born in 

the ‘Old EU’. 

 

Online consultation 

 
An online consultation process was also used as part of the project. Youth 

friendly versions of the guiding questions were developed and young people 

had the opportunity to answer these questions online on the NYCI website 

(www.youth.ie/youngvoices).  

http://www.youth.ie/
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Ethical considerations 
 

All due consideration was given to ethical issues arising at every stage of the 

process. Research was conducted in accordance with Children First: National 

Guidance for the Protection and Welfare of Children (Department of Children 

and Youth Affairs, 2011). Informed consent was sought from 

parents/guardians of young people consulted as part of the consultations and 

assent was sought separately from young people. Limited personal data was 

collected and this data was not used for any purpose other than that specified 

at the time of the collection. All appropriate steps were taken to ensure data 

was held in a secure way. 

 

Data analysis  
 

Qualitative data from all online and offline consultations with young people 

was thematically analysed and the findings are presented in this report from 

the most to the least commonly identified themes. Findings from the research 

conducted by NYCI are presented in dialogue boxes under the relevant 

headings.  
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Profile of respondents  
 

In total, 265 young people and youth workers/leaders were consulted as part 

of this cycle of Structured Dialogue. Demographic information was not 

collected as part of the online consultation however; information was collected 

from the other 234 offline consultation participants. In relation to gender, of 

the 234 offline participants, 105 (44.9%) were male and 129 (55.1%) were 

female. As regards age, 3.6% of participants were aged 9 –  14 years, 64.4% 

were aged 15 – 18 years and 32% were aged 19 years or older (see figure 1 

below).  

 

Figure 1: Age of participants 

 

 

 

 

3.60% 

64.40% 

32% 

9 - 14 years 15 - 18 years 19 + years
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Geographical spread 

As can be seen from Table 1 below, there was a good geographical spread 

among participants. Participants from 19 different counties around Ireland 

participated in various offline consultations. The largest number of participants 

were from Dublin (45.2%), followed by Kilkenny (6.5%), Louth (6.1%), 

Waterford (6.1%) and Wexford (6.1%). 

Table 1: Geographical spread of participants 

Counties Number of participants % of participants 

Carlow 7 3% 

Cavan - - 

Clare - - 

Cork 13 5.6% 

Donegal 13 5.6% 

Dublin 104 45.2% 

Galway 4 1.7% 

Kerry 5 2.2% 

Kildare 3 1.3% 

Kilkenny 15 6.5% 

Laois 1 0.5% 

Leitrim 2 0.8% 

Limerick - - 

Longford - - 

Louth 14 6.1% 

Mayo - - 

Meath 2 0.8% 
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Monaghan - - 

Offaly - - 

Roscommon 3 1.3% 

Sligo - - 

Tipperary 4 1.7% 

Waterford 14 6.1% 

Westmeath 4 1.7% 

Wexford 14 6.1% 

Wicklow 7 3% 

Other 2 0.8% 

Total 230 100% 

 

Seldom heard young people 

The process aimed to consult with young people from a mix of gender, 

ethnicity, ability and socioeconomic backgrounds as well as seldom heard 

young people. In terms of seldom heard young people, individual consultations 

were conducted with a group of undocumented young people and young 

people from the Roma community. A large number of Muslim young people 

also engaged in various consultation events. A small number of asylum seekers 

also attended consultations.   
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Ethnicity 

As regards ethnicity, approximately 

48.9% of participants described 

themselves as ‘Irish’ and 51.1% as 

from a minority ethnic background. 

A large number of participants from 

a minority ethnic background 

identified with more than one 

national, cultural or religious 

identity or skin colour, e.g. African-

Irish, Polish-Irish, Filipino-Irish, Irish 

Traveller, Muslim Somali Irish, Black 

Irish Muslim.  

Participants from the following self-

identified ethnic backgrounds took 

part in consultations: 

 African 

 African-Irish  

 Afro Irish South African 

 Asian  

 Black-African  

 Black-Irish 

 Black Irish Muslim 

 British 

 Congolese Irish 

 Filipino-Irish 

 

 

 

 

 

 Filipino  

 Ghanaian- Irish 

 Irish-Egyptian  

 Irish-Malaysian 

 Irish Muslim 

 Irish-Nigerian 

 Irish Traveller  

 Indian-Irish 

 Mauritian 

 Mauritian-Irish 

 Muslim Somali Irish 

 Nigerian Irish 

 Northern Irish 

 Polish-Irish 

 Romanian 

 Romanian-Irish 

 Roma 

 Russian 

 Sierra Leone-Irish 

 Somali 

 Somali-Muslim 

 Togolese  

 Zimbabwean 
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Religion 

In terms of religion, participants consulted included Catholics, Christians 

(including Born Again Christian), Muslims, Seventh-Day Adventists (SDA), 

Orthodox, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews and those with no religion. 
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SECTION 3: CONSULTATION 

FINDINGS  
 

Overview 
 

This section of the report details the findings of offline consultations, e.g. 

workshops and research with young people and youth organisations, and 

online consultations based on the six Guiding Questions: 

1) What changes in society are you concerned about and what do you need 

to be able to adapt to such changes? What would make you feel more 

secure?  

2) What would help you connect more and build trust with people from a 

different cultural, social, economic, religious background than yours? 

3) What can be done to avoid the stigmatization of vulnerable young 

people and provide them with equal opportunities in society? 

4) What do you think makes you feel that you belong to a local community, 

to society, to Europe? 

5) What competences would help you when you are facing difficult 

situations? 

6) What would you need to fully realize your potential and help others to 

realize theirs? 

 

Findings from the consultations are presented from the most commonly to the 

least commonly mentioned themes arising in relation to each guiding question. 
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Findings from the research with young people from are presented in a dialogue 

box under each relevant theme.  

 

Question 1: Changes in Society 
 

Question1 asked ‘What changes in society are you concerned about and what 

do you need to be able to adapt to such changes? What would make you feel 

more secure?  

Brexit 

The main change in society which concerned respondents was Brexit, i.e. the 

UK leaving the EU. Respondents’ main concerns about Brexit were possible 

implications for Ireland related to trade, agriculture, travel, borders, visas, 

access to third level education in the UK, violence in Northern Ireland and the 

possibility of other EU countries leaving the EU. According to respondents, 

what is needed to adapt to Brexit is new trade agreements, policies to allow 

access to third level education in the UK, examination of Brexit from youth and 

Irish perspectives as well as awareness of possible implications for Ireland and 

general open-mindedness with regard to the situation.  

 

- “Trade will drop and bring us back to recession struggles due to Brexit.” 

 

- “Brexit affecting study in the UK after Leaving Cert.” 
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Racism and discrimination   

The rise of racism, xenophobia and discrimination in society was the next most 

commonly raised concern. Respondents felt concerned about the rise in 

intolerant attitudes among some people and political parties against groups 

such as refugees and migrants and religions such as Islam. Lack of cultural 

understanding as well the media generating fear were blamed for a rise in 

racism and discrimination in society. The consultations identified education, 

e.g. on religions, cultures and politics, which would promote critical thinking, 

tackle ignorance and include intercultural experiences, as the main need to 

address the rise of racism and discrimination in society. Some participants also 

suggested bringing experts into schools and colleges to teach about the 

dangers and negative impact of stereotyping and racism. A less biased media 

as well as making racism illegal were also put forward as potential solutions.  

 

- “The racism that’s beginning to creep into society at the moment.” 

 

- “There's an increase of blatant bigotry and backlash against Islam, 

refugees, and anyone different. There's an increase in extremist right 

wing groups like Pegida, etc. and those kinds of values are permeating. 

This is concerning. I'm concerned we're not taking enough refugees or 

looking at long term measures for them.” 

 

- “Educate people on hardship of refugees.” 

 

A group of young people from a migrant background who took part in 

consultations also raised concerns around the issue of racism based on 

personal experiences. Other key areas of concern for this group included the 

need for regularisation, access to third level education, the inability to travel 
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due to their irregular status, housing and homelessness. Some migrant young 

people raised concerns that more refugees coming to Ireland could result in 

lessening their chances of regularisation.  

 

A key issue to emerge from the research was the degree to which racism had 

become a ‘normal’ feature of the lives of young people from minority ethnic 

backgrounds. The research also found that, while friendships with young ‘Irish’ 

people had been formed, young people also experienced exclusion among 

their peers. Respondents discussed misrepresentations of and racist attitudes 

towards them. While racism was experienced by everyone, much of the 

discussion focused on those who were black. The young people’s responses 

ranged from denial to frustration, and sometimes to a deep sense of hurt. 

More often, though, the young people presented stories which spoke of 

considerable resilience, usually by diminishing the impact or presence of 

racism. Responses on whether they experienced racism often involved the 

following comments: 

 

- “Not really …. just jokes about people, I don’t really care…. In my old 

school …. most of the people were kind of racist towards black people in 

general. But like I didn’t really care, it was just a thing that happened, I 

wouldn’t really like get offended by it but it happened.” 

 

- “When I was in the UK it was a lot worse, when I came here it was 

minor… When I was in primary school yeah but through secondary school 

not really. Maybe on nights out now and again you’d hear somebody say 

a comment but you’d kind of just, it wasn’t serious and it didn’t really get 

to you.  When I was in primary school that was the only time when I first 

came to Ireland there was like silly comments, yeah that was about it.” 

 

However, there was an acknowledgement of the presence of racism as 

endemic within their communities and wider society:  
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- “Like there’s racism in football or there’s racism in those kind of things.” 

 

- “In the pub in the town here… they don’t allow women or blacks.” 

 

- “Loads of racism, especially at rally weekend. Like in the town.” 

 

- [We were looking to rent] a house. [On the internet] that say only Irish 

allowed, black people are not allowed.” 

 

Some young people stated that racist incidents reported to the Gardaí had 

been dealt with. However, not all incidents of racism were addressed by the 

Gardaí and in some cases Gardaí and professionals were seen to be unable or 

unwilling to take action and at worst as perpetrators of racism and 

discrimination. The following quotations typified the view among the black 

males that they were constantly judged: 

 

- “For example, I don’t know about you girls, but for us I think some of the 

boys here might agree, if we walk into the shops down the street, 

immediately the security guy or whoever they have there…start following 

me. So because you’re black and [they] think immediately that we are up 

to something dodgy there. They start following, they judge me basically. 

Sometimes it’s funny and you want to play hide and seek.” 

 

- “An English lad and a black lad walking down the street they 

automatically think trouble. I don’t know why, I’ve been pulled over so 

many bloody times. And they just start searching you. I can’t count the 

number of times me and [my mate who is black] has been pulled over by 

the guards for no bloody reason whatsoever.” 

 

- “To be honest, like if you go and report they won’t do anything. Like a 
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few times where you would report but they don’t do anything, they’re 

like “yeah we’ll be on it” but they actually don’t do anything on it.” 

 

One young person reported experiencing racism from a teacher in a secondary 

school.  

 

- “I actually had bad experience with a teacher from secondary school now 

that I remember… So from 1st year to 3rd year I had great teachers, so I 

moved into transition year. And we had to change into [wearing] white t-

shirts and there was my geography teacher who said we shouldn’t have 

given a white t-shirt at all because it will get stained. And I was like 

“what do you mean by that” and then he was like “you know exactly 

what I mean”. And then I actually left the school, I moved to a different 

school for the last 2 years. YMCA.” 

 

Some young people from minority ethnic backgrounds felt the media was 

responsible for negative portrayal of certain ethnic groups which can result in 

racism, for example against people from Roma or Muslim backgrounds.  

 

- “The media as well, like they do lots of documentaries around Romanians 

and like they feed the people like with the stereotypes that [they] are bad 

and you shouldn’t trust [them].” 

 

- “Yeah the media pour just negative information in people’s head. And 

like even me as Indian descent, some people may mistake you for being a 

bad guy or what they see on the news, like what happened in Paris or 

Brussels, they will mistake you. And walking down the street, some of 

them, not all them, but some of the lads… will shout like go back to your 

own country or you should go to hell or something like that.” 
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Migration/’refugee crisis’ 

The increase in migration in the EU or the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ was the next 

most frequently mentioned change in society which caused respondents 

concern.  Respondents raised concerns about the restriction of movement of 

migrants, the strengthening of borders in the EU as a reaction to the refugee 

crisis and a lack of integration of these groups into society. Some participants 

felt the EU should take more responsibility for the refugee crisis instead of 

handing certain responsibilities for the crisis over to Turkey, who it was felt 

have a questionable human rights record. Again, respondents felt education, 

e.g. in schools and through programmes such as Erasmus+, was important to 

adapt to changes related to migration and the refugee crisis in addition to 

facilitating the integration of migrants and refugees into society, a more 

balanced portrayal of migrants and refugees in the media, improving living 

conditions, allowing migrants and refugees to work and regularising 

undocumented migrants and refugees. Participants called on policy makers to 

introduce a single EU visa for non-EU citizens living in the EU to allow them to 

become fully documented citizens and to travel freely.  

 

- “Refugee crisis in other parts of the world.” 

 

- “Teach people tolerance of refugees about their religion, culture etc.” 

Young people from minority ethnic backgrounds consulted as part of the 

research spoke about their experiences as migrants living in Ireland and Irish 

people’s reactions to them and their families. Being accepted into the wider 

Irish community was seen as rooted in other people’s perceptions of them. The 

young people seemed to weigh these up on a scale of positive versus negative, 

with young Irish people being more accepting than older Irish people, and 

some being predisposed to be interested in them and others to fear them. 

 

- “But even if you say you are Irish they will not accept you as Irish. When 
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someone comes to you and asks you from which country are you and 

then you are like “my parent is from”, but they still see you as from a 

black country.” 

 

- “People see us as different because of our roots, people have different 

opinions, people might think that, oh it’s cool because we’re exotic, and 

think like cultures and stuff but people might not like that we’re different 

and might not like our cultures.” 

 

Their personal sense of identity, that for most has changed over their time in 

Ireland, remains fragile and is easily threatened by other people’s attitudes 

toward them.  

 

- “If I’m out with my parents like, because my parents have more of a 

South African accent and … if we get a taxi somewhere, they’d keep on 

going on like. …The most annoying thing for me, if I’m with my dad, 

they’ll be like “oh so when are you going back” kind of thing, … they think 

we’re on holiday here, like we’re just going to stay. But I can see my dad, 

we’ve been here like my whole life and I can see where we’ve just got our 

citizenship, like an Irish passport … so my dad was thinking “if you’re not 

really white then you know kind of really can’t be perceived as Irish”. 

 

- “People have said before like if they’d asked me where I’m from and I say 

“I’m Irish”, they’d be like “no you’re not Irish”. Where are you really 

from?” 

 

Terrorism, violence and radicalisation  

Another change in society which caused concern among respondents was the 

increase of terrorism, violence and radicalisation within the EU. Some 

respondents expressed concerns about safety as a result of the rise of 

terrorism in the EU. Respondents felt what was needed to address this issue in 
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society was more a more balanced media, more education on different 

cultures and religions, better integration of minority groups into society and 

tolerance and fostering of identity among ethnic minority groups.  

 

- “Terrorist attacks make it dangerous for people to live.” 

 

- “There is media bias toward what is perceived as terrorism.” 

 

Rise of extreme political ideologies  

Respondents were concerned about the rise in extreme right wing and 

nationalist political views among some politicians and political parties in the 

EU. It was felt that this type of politics had influenced the UK leaving the EU. 

They were also worried about the racist political views of the US presidential 

candidate Donald Trump and his potential influence on the EU.  

- “The rise of right wing ideologies.” 

 

Economic changes  

The next most mentioned concern about change in society among respondents 

related to economic issues, namely employment, fluctuation in the Euro, 

recession and economic changes.  

 

- “Due to a country’s economic situation, they can be ejected from EU 

losing its security and stability.” 
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Media influence on society 

Another concern raised by respondents was the media’s influence on societal 

views. This included the media creating fear in society in relation to issues such 

as terrorism and its negative influence on young people in relation to certain 

issues such as body image.  

 

- “The fear factor of media reporting.” 

 

- “Body image pressure distortion from the media.” 

 

TTIP 

Some respondents raised concerns about the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership (TTIP), a proposed trade agreement between the 

European Union and the United States. Concerns related to issues such as the 

power of corporations, democracy, sovereignty, health, the environment, 

farming, food standards and consumer rights. Some respondents suggested 

Ireland should veto TTIP.  

 

- “I'm concerned about TTIP and its ramifications for sovereignty, the 

environment, food standards, consumer rights, and democracy. This 

issue alone makes me wary of the EU.” 

 

Climate change  

Climate change and global warming was another worry among some 

respondents. According to respondents, ways in which society can adapt to 

this change is through more education and public awareness of climate change 
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and more environmentally friendly policies and initiatives, e.g. sustainable food 

sources and cycling facilities.  

 

- “Do more about global warming.” 

 

- “People need to know more about climate change.” 

 

Lack of sovereignty 

The next most commonly mentioned change respondents were concerned 

about was a perceived lack of sovereignty, control and identity for member 

countries within the EU and some countries having more power than other 

countries within the union. They also felt politicians in Ireland and the EU have 

too much power and there should be better political participation and 

engagement in society. Respondents suggested a more democratic Europe is 

what is needed to address the issue of lack of sovereignty. 

- “Too much power in the hands of politicians, people must vote and 

participate in elections as candidates and voters.” 

 

- “More respect for the democratic process.” 

 

Other concerns  

Other concerns raised by respondents included repealing the Eighth 

Amendment of the Constitution of Ireland relating to abortion, the increase in 

homelessness in Ireland, the Irish education system, lack of mental health 

services, lack of education and critical thinking in society, dependence on 

technology and social media, the decline in the Irish language, religious control 

in schools, substance misuse, lack of access to healthcare, disease and the 

possible creation of a European army.  
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Question 2: Connecting with people from different 

backgrounds 

 
Question 2 asked, ‘What would help you connect more and build trust with 

people from a different cultural, social, economic, religious background than 

yours?’ 

 

Factors that help connections: 

Respondents were asked what factors help them make connections with 

people from different cultural, social, economic and religious backgrounds.  

 

Education  

Education and awareness of different cultures, religions and backgrounds was 

the most commonly mentioned factor which respondents felt helps people 

connect with others from different cultural, social, economic and religious 

backgrounds. Teaching children and young people about different cultures, 

religions, sexual orientations and social and economic backgrounds in schools 

from a young age was put forward by respondents as being the best way to 

promote education and awareness of different backgrounds in society.  

 

- “Education, integrated learning about all religions and difference in 

cultures from an early age.” 
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- “Teach about non-Catholic religions in schools (especially Islam) because 

ignorance breeds fear. Teach about other cultures in schools. Make 

personal development and sex education fully inclusive in LGBTQ+ youth 

and women.” 

 

- “I love learning about what makes people different to me. It is a way of 

understanding each other and finding similarities that can bring us 

closer. If everyone was the same, the world would be very boring!” 

 

The need for education on different religions and cultural groups in Irish 

society was one of the most consistent findings in the research with young 

people from minority ethnic backgrounds. Schools were seen as the ideal 

space in which cultural education should take place and some young people 

suggested it should be introduced into the curriculum. While youth work 

services were also identified as spaces where education on different religions 

and cultures could take place, young people felt it needed to start at a younger 

age than when young people are accessing youth work opportunities.  

 

- “I think education wise there could be a lot more done to learn about the 

diverse countries.” 

 

- “It needs to begin at schools. Yeah because when the young people came 

here they were already exposed to all this Irish thinking.... They’ve lost 

their own identity and claiming to be something and you can see it’s so 

fake…. Sometimes we try to talk to them but they are like no, this is what 

they are, this is what they have learned in school and this is what they 

have to act like. And it’s a really hard.” 

 

- “In school because that’s where we spend most of our days. We should 

be taught more about other cultures.…so that you understand why 

people act differently. Like what you might think is weird is completely 
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normal to another person. If you’re not taught that then you don’t really 

know that.” 

 

 

Empathy, tolerance and respect 

Empathy, tolerance and respect of others were the next most commonly 

mentioned factors that help people connect with others from different 

cultural, social, economic and religious backgrounds. Respondents felt these 

attributes would help lead to a more equal, inclusive, open-minded, accepting 

and compassionate society.  

 

- “Tolerance for gender, race and disability.” 

 

- “An understanding of both parties that certain values must be accepted 

builds better relations between people.” 

 

- “For everyone to be open-minded and inclusive.” 

 

Communication and interaction  

Having opportunities to communicate and interact with people from different 

cultural, social, economic and religious backgrounds was judged to be 

important in order to help make connections. This included intercultural 

programmes and events as well as spaces where people from different 

backgrounds can talk, listen and learn about each other’s experiences, 

cultures, religions etc. In the case of young people, youth projects, clubs and 

groups were cited as ideal spaces for young people from different backgrounds 

to socialise and connect with each other. 
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- “Create opportunities to meet new people from other countries.” 

 

- “Provide opportunities to meet people with different backgrounds like 

community projects and exchanges so that a space is available to get to 

know them and see the world form their perspective.” 

 

- “Intercultural events are the way to go. Hold mixers between Muslims 

and LGBTQ+ youth, refugees and students, etc. This would work well with 

young people, especially under 18. Publicise it in schools and on 

Facebook.” 

 

- “Youth projects, where people work together regardless of age, money, 

religion, etc.” 

 

The need to have spaces where people could meet and get to know one 

another’s cultures was a very strong theme throughout the research with 

young people from minority ethnic backgrounds: 

 

- “So it’s like it’s really good for I think young people today to spend time 

with a lot of different cultures because they’ll learn different types of 

respect and the different, you know the different ways that people 

approach things and stuff.” 

 

Youth work spaces were also seen as critical spaces to discuss topics related to 

integration: 

 

- “That’s what this group is about, like giving us a voice, bringing everyone 

together, getting everyone together, getting different perspectives… like 

just like a community feeling and just like voicing things you wouldn't 

voice like on the kitchen table and stuff like that because we don’t talk 

about this in college. Address stuff we wouldn't normally want to talk 
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about.” 

 

The opportunity to mix with people of diverse cultural backgrounds is seen as a 

critical aspect of integration and as something that will happen as diversity 

grows in Ireland. Young people suggested that creating diverse spaces will 

support the sharing of cultural practices and the need to allay any fears that 

people may have. 

 

- “Some people could just like not be used to something, like be used to 

the diversity or the change and then like they’re like kind of like ignorant 

to it, like not in a bad way, just the fact that they don’t know about it, it 

can be kind of scary.” 

 

Despite the desire to minimise their ethnic or cultural differences, 

paradoxically perhaps, the need for young people from minority ethnic 

backgrounds to find a ‘voice’ and a space with other young people to discuss 

and process those very factors which render them different was identified. 

 

 

Integration and participation in society  

According to respondents, integration of people from different cultural, social, 

economic and religious backgrounds into their local community and society, 

for example through participation in community structures and activities, was 

considered important to help people make connections with others from 

different backgrounds. Integration and participation of children into 

communities from a young age was identified as being particularly important 

in this regard. Encouraging more diversity of backgrounds in professions such 

as youth workers and teachers was also suggested in order to promote better 

integration and participation of children and young people from different 

backgrounds in society. 
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- “More integration from an earlier age. Youth services need to be made 

more inclusive.” 

 

- “More diverse paid youth workers, teachers etc. They have awareness 

and community connections/credibility.” 

 

In terms of integration into Irish society, the research found that some young 

people from minority ethnic backgrounds felt that a considerable amount of 

responsibility for building acceptance and integration lay with migrants, 

assuming that rights of national ownership lay with indigenous Irish.  

 

- “If you actually don’t associate yourself with people in the country you're 

going to get abused. Because the more people you know in the country 

they’re going to be with you so they’re going to actually have more 

respect for you, saying ‘oh do you know this guy, he’s friends with’… your 

actually better off actually making friends, you’re better off making 

friends with people that are actually here, that know the place, they’re 

actually going to show you.” 

 

The young people all experienced questioning about their background, which 

for many sent a message iterating their difference and implying a non-Irishness 

which many had to defend. Irish people, in their roundabout way of eliciting 

people’s ethnic origin, also tended to select identities for people and to see 

countries (and their people) in terms they are most familiar with, disallowing 

the young people’s personal complexities and identities. 

 

- “They’d say ‘oh what are you mixed with?’…. people would come up to 

me and like they would make reference to my skin colour but it would be 

around it, they wouldn’t actually say it. They’d say like ‘oh where are you 
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from’ or whatever. Because I was born in Ireland, so yeah I’d say ‘like I’m 

Irish…I was born [here], but my parents are from...’” 

 

 

Other 

Other suggested factors which may help people connect with groups from 

different cultural, social, economic and religious backgrounds included 

supports, e.g. family, common interests such as sport, speaking a common 

language, working together, empowerment, policy changes, a more efficient 

asylum processing system, increased social capital and social media. 

 

Barriers to connections 

Those consulted were also asked to identified the key barriers to making 

connections with people from different cultural, social, economic and religious 

backgrounds. 

 

Discrimination/racism 

The key barrier to making connections with people from different backgrounds 

identified by respondents was discrimination and racism. Respondents felt 

discrimination and racism was based on ignorance, stereotyping, intolerance 

and fear of those who are different.   

- “Intolerance to difference.” 

 

Lack of education  

Another key barrier to making connections identified by respondents was lack 

of education, knowledge and awareness of different cultural, social, economic 

and religious backgrounds. 
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- “Lack of education.” 

 

Language 

Young people from minority ethnic groups who were consulted as part of the 

process stated that language, e.g. not speaking English, can act as a barrier in 

terms of making connections with others from different backgrounds.  

 

Similarly, the research with young people from minority ethnic backgrounds 

found that a key signifier toward acceptance within the wider community 

highlighted in the research was whether or not people spoke English 

predominantly or their heritage language. Not speaking English was judged to 

be a barrier towards Irish people connecting with people from different 

backgrounds.  

 

- “Yeah they think that if they speak their own language, the people that 

they are hanging out with, they don’t hang out anymore with them 

because you are different and…. Yeah they might misunderstand you, like 

you’re saying something about them. That happened to me.” 

 

 

Economic barriers 

Some respondents felt economic factors such as financial inequality and 

coming from a low socio-economic background could act as barriers to 

connecting with people from different backgrounds.   

 

- “Coming from a low income family.” 
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Isolation/lack of identity 

Another factor identified as a potential barrier to making connections was 

isolation and people’s lack of identity or sense of belonging.  

 

- “Lack of identity or sense of self.” 

 

Other  

Other barriers highlighted by respondents included social inequality, lack of 

diverse role models, citizenship status, fear, mental illness and lack of 

participation in society.  

 

- “Lack of opportunities.” 

 

- “Lack of black, Muslim, Asian, African, youth leaders.” 
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Question 3: Stigmatisation of vulnerable young people 
 

Question 3 asks, ‘What can be done to avoid the stigmatisation of vulnerable 

young people and provide them with equal opportunities in society?’ 

 

Equal access to education 

Equal access to education was considered to be the most important factor to 

avoid the stigmatisation of vulnerable young people and provide them with 

equal opportunities in society. This included offering financial and educational 

supports to young people from lower socio-economic backgrounds to enable 

them to access third level education.  

 

- “Equal access and opportunities to education.” 

 

- “Schools should offer free or low cost study outside school hours for 

children who need it. Equally, a free study group could be set up in the 

community, funded by local government or something.” 

 

Support/guidance 

According to respondents, the next most important way to avoid 

stigmatisation of vulnerable young people and provide them with equal 

opportunities is through support and guidance, for example through their 

families, schools, communities and youth work. The need for young people to 

be able to access Guidance Counsellors in schools was identified as an 

important requirement. Some respondents stated there was no access to 

Guidance Counsellors in their schools. Other respondents suggested all 
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teachers should be trained to deal with vulnerable young people and how to 

provide them with support to achieve their potential. The importance of ‘One 

Good Adult’ in the life of young people was also highlighted by respondents. 

The ‘My World Survey’ (Dooley and Fitzpatrick, 2012) found that ‘One Good 

Adult’, is important in the mental well-being of young people, can help young 

people feel more connected to others, more self-confident, future looking and 

better able to cope with difficulties than those young people who do not have 

the support of ‘One Good Adult’ (www.headstrong.ie). 

 

- “For young people to be more supported in all aspects of life.” 

 

- “We need to reach those at risk asap, which is generally in schools. We 

need to make sure that each school has a guidance counsellor or a least 

a teacher who has some training in providing counselling.” 

 

Access to healthcare 

Access to physical and mental healthcare services was the next most 

commonly mentioned issue identified in order to avoid stigmatisation and 

provide equal opportunities for vulnerable young people. Respondents felt 

physical and mental health services should be better funded and easier for 

young people to access. Participants suggested young people who are EU and 

non-EU citizens should have equal access to healthcare based on their medical 

needs rather than their citizenship status. 

 

- “Appropriate access to healthcare physical and mental health services.” 

 

- “Ensure that everyone has access to adequate mental health services - 

including prevention and de-stigmatisation schemes.” 

http://www.headstrong.ie/
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Youth services  

Respondents suggested that better funded youth services could help prevent 

the stigmatisation of vulnerable young people and create better opportunities 

for this cohort. According to respondents, more financial investment in youth 

work and educational services, particularly for vulnerable groups such as early 

school leavers is vital to create better opportunities.  

 

- “More investment into youth services including schools.” 

 

- “Make free youth groups available to all teenagers where they can try 

new things and develop talents with the support of the others at the 

group.” 

 

Youth participation  

Involving vulnerable young people in decision-making was put forward as 

another way of ensuring this group are provided with equal opportunities in 

society. Respondents suggested this would involve listening to the voices of 

vulnerable young people, involving them in non-tokenistic decision-making 

processes as well as providing them with adequate supports so as their voices 

can be heard.  Many of the young people involved in the consultations called 

for more opportunities to voice their opinions and influence policy such as the 

young voices youth events.   

 

- “Regardless of their social standing and personal life, all young people 

deserve to be heard. We must not overlook the vulnerable youth but 

instead provide them with a stage to voice their opinions and concerns. 

We must feed them the confidence they have been starved of, with use 
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of educational involvement and support. We must encourage them 

continuously, no matter how small or large their goal is. We must 

remember that is the youth who'll shape their future. But also determine 

our societies fate.” 

“The policy questions [at young voices event were the best part of the 

day] because young people are never asked about policy, only about 

‘how we feel’” 

 

Safe environments 

The provision of safe environments or spaces, e.g. community centres and 

youth clubs, where vulnerable young people can socialise and engage in 

personal development was highlighted as an important factor in ensuring 

vulnerable young people are provided with equal opportunities in society.   

 

- “A safe space for young people to connect in with themselves, other 

community etc. and to explore issues they care about.” 

 

- “Public spaces/community centres for young people so they can have 

safe, positive spaces.” 

 

Safe spaces for vulnerable young people from minority ethnic groups to meet 

up and get supports such as youth clubs were highlighted as being very 

important in the research. 

 

- “That’s what this group is about, like giving us a voice, bringing everyone 

together, getting everyone together, getting different perspectives … just 

like a community feeling and just like voicing things you wouldn't voice 

like on the kitchen table and stuff like that…We don’t talk about this in 
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college.” 

 

- “[In the group] we had a chat before about the fact of racism... 

[asserting to each other] You are doing the right thing, … you never steal 

…you won’t be lifting anything, so like you just have to just know 

yourself, that you’re not doing the wrong thing.  You are doing the right 

thing. You go in there for a reason, you’re going to buy something and 

you’re going to pay for it and you’re going to walk out.” 

 

 

Tackle discrimination, prejudice and stereotyping  

Respondents felt tackling discrimination, prejudices and stereotyping of people 

with different skin colours, ethnicities, religions, genders, sexualities etc. would 

also help to avoid the stigmatisation of vulnerable young people and provide 

them with more equal opportunities in society. Suggestions in relation to this 

issue included educational awareness programmes in schools, EU led cultural 

awareness educational programmer/initiatives and the introduction of EU 

legalisation which would ensure all ethnic minority groups have equal 

recognition in each European country.  

- “Build tolerance and awareness of different groups.” 

Other  

Other ways in which the stigmatisation of vulnerable young people can be 

avoided and this group can be provided with equal opportunities in society put 

forward by respondents included: 

 Acceptance and understanding of vulnerable young people 

 Better employment opportunities for vulnerable young people  

 Inclusion of personal development and empowerment in the 

educational curriculum 

 Implementation of equality legislation  
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 Proving parenting programmes for the parents/guardians of vulnerable 

young people  

 Examining how vulnerable young people are represented in the media, 

e.g. young Travellers  

 Regularisation of undocumented young people 

 Ending of Direct Provision, i.e. the system of dealing with asylum seekers 

in Ireland 

 Availability of Wi-Fi in rural areas  

 Improvement of the social welfare system 

 Development of more youth friendly policies  

 Prevention of the ghettoization of communities 

 Better access to information for vulnerable young people  

 Ensure diversity of backgrounds in roles such as youth workers, 

Guidance Counsellors and social welfare staff to encourage vulnerable 

young people to seek supports 

 Better needs assessments of young people in disadvantaged areas  

 Address the issue of sexual violence  

 Improved access to public transport  

 

- “Enforcement of legislation e.g. disability- SNAs in school etc., 

discrimination and equality acts.” 

 

- “New community youth workers/counsellors Guidance Counsellors, 

advocates, social welfare.” 

 

- “Funding for transport to young people who struggle to access these 

pathways.” 
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Question 4: Belonging in your community, society and 

Europe  
 

Question 4 asks, ‘What do you think makes you feel that you belong to a local 

community, to society, to Europe? 

 

Local Community: 

Respondents were asked what makes them feel that they belong in their local 

community. 

 

Community clubs, groups and programmes  

Involvement in community clubs, groups and programmes such as youth clubs 

and sports clubs, was the most commonly mentioned way respondents feel 

connected to their local community.  

- “Getting involved in groups, teams and clubs, doing things you are 

interested in with others who are also interested.” 

 

Facilities, amenities and services  

Facilities, amenities and services such as parks, libraries, shops, restaurants, 

cinemas, gyms and pubs were the next most commonly mentioned resources 

that makes respondents feel like they belong to their local community. 

“Cultural centres like the library.” 
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Family, friends and neighbours 

Family, friends and neighbours were the next most frequently mentioned 

reason respondents felt that they belong to their local community.   

 

- “Being involved in sports, youth groups, activities with neighbours.” 

 

Other 

Other factors that contribute to respondents’ sense of belonging to their local 

community included schools, religion, culture, language, public transport, 

growing up in the area and involvement in community activism. 

 

Society: 

Similarly, respondents were asked what makes them feel like they belong in 

society. 

 

Democracy/voting 

According to respondents, democracy and the right to vote makes them feel 

like they belong most in society. Encouragement of young people’s 

participation in politics and decision-making as well as campaigns to register 

more people to vote were considered to be important in this regard.  

 

- “Enabling young people to partake in local and national politics. A 

campaign to get people to register to vote.” 

 

Employment  
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Employment or having a job was judged to be vital by respondents to feel like 

they belong in society.  

 

Culture 

Culture, such as music and dancing, was the next most mentioned factor that 

makes respondents feel that they belong in society. 

 

School 

Schools and education was the next most mentioned reason that respondents 

feel part of society.  

Language 

Speaking the same language as others also makes respondents feel like they 

belong in society. 

 

Other  

Other factors that make people feel like they belong in a society highlighted by 

respondents included sport, social media, if it is a welcoming, accepting and 

equal society, access to healthcare, involvement in clubs, fashion, having 

shared interests and goals, public transport, public events and charity work.  

- “Having equal status as other people in the society 

 

- “Doing something that will make a change, e.g. charity work, making a 

decision within a community.” 
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Europe: 

Finally, respondents were asked what makes them feel like they belong in 

Europe. 

 

Freedom of movement 

According to respondents, freedom of movement within the EU to travel, live 

or work is the most significant factor that makes them feel like they belong in 

Europe.  

  

- “Freedom to travel and explore easily.” 

 

- “Freedom of movement and employment.” 

 

Common culture 

Sharing common culture within the EU, for example the Eurovision Song 

Contest, was the next most commonly mentioned reason respondents feel like 

they belong in Europe. 

 

 

 

Sport 

Sport, e.g. supporting sports teams within European and being part of 

European sporting events such as the UEFA EURO 2016, was the next most 

significant factor that makes some respondents feel that they belong in 

Europe.  
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Common currency 

Having a common currency, i.e. the euro, was the next most mentioned reason 

people feel like they belong in Europe.  

 

Language  

Speaking common languages was the next most frequently identified reason 

for having a sense of belonging in Europe.   

 

- “Learning about different countries and other languages in Europe and 

visiting other countries.” 

 

Other 

Other factors which contribute to a sense of belonging to Europe identified by 

respondents included fashion, Erasmus+ (the European Union programme for 

education, training, youth and sport), lifestyle, connections, peace, EU support 

systems, industry, food, proximity, rights and identity. 

 

- “Fashion and lifestyle.” 

 

- “Peace/lack of violence in Europe.” 

 

The research suggested that young people from minority ethnic backgrounds, 

particularly those who were born in Ireland or who arrived here as children, 

feel an affinity with more than one national or cultural identity, for example 

describing themselves as ‘African-Irish’. The research also indicated, however, 
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that young people can face difficulties in navigating and expressing the 

different aspects of their ethnic and cultural identities. These difficulties 

manifested in a number of areas. Firstly, it was apparent that many young 

people do not identify with their ‘country of origin’ as strongly as their parents 

or older siblings. Others struggled with what that meant for their personal 

sense of identity. 

 

According to the research, adopting a definitive ethnic description is a critical 

aspect of the journey that the young people go on. Irishness and having a 

double-barrelled identity was usually tied up to what was frequently described 

as the ‘red passport’, a strong signifier that once conferred would allow them 

to concede some measure of Irishness. For Europeans, who all had the ‘red 

passport’, there was less examples of them describing themselves as 

Romanian-Irish, Polish-Irish etc.  

 

- “If you get an Irish passport you’re an Irish person. Then I will be like 

African-Irish.” 

 

- “Yeah. Once you get your Irish passport you will become Irish.” 

 

Another critical aspect of belonging for the young people was how they 

connected beyond their geographical communities into the wider youth 

culture. The connections they build online are critically important to them, 

especially where they connect with role models and others who support them 

through positive messages. 

 

- “[He’s] an inspirational person, just gives kids a feeling of belonging, 

makes you feel smart and he makes you feel loyal and he appreciates 

you and that’s part of, he’s just a real nice dude, you should look him 

up.” 
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- “You see the snap [chat] story, click on it and [then] I basically power 

through the day knowing that he’s got my back, yeah.” 

 

 

Barriers to belonging 

Respondents were also asked to identify barriers to belonging to their local 

community, society and Europe. The key barrier identified by respondents was 

discrimination and racism, followed by unemployment, education, violence, 

unequal opportunities, lack of facilities, homelessness, alcohol and drug misuse 

and family difficulties.  

 

In terms of belonging to Europe and the EU, some participants thought that 

being a member of the EU “felt more like a thing” than being about people. It 

was suggested that making EU structures and institutions more transparent 

and assessable would contribute to a better sense of belonging.  

 

According to undocumented young people, the most significant barriers to 

belonging for this group are the inability to travel within Europe, access to 

third level education, access to healthcare, the inability to vote, language 

barriers and lack of identity.  
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Question 5: Ability to deal with difficult situations 
 

Question 5 asks, ‘What competences would help you when you are facing 

difficult situations?’ Young people were asked what competences do they think 

might benefit a young person undertaking a journey where there is change, 

challenges, different people and new experiences. 

 

Empathy, tolerance and respect 

According to respondents, having empathy, tolerance and respect for others 

are most important competences which benefit young people facing difficult 

situations.  

 

- “Educating one’s self in empathy.” 

 

Education  

The next most important competence to help young people deal with difficult 

situations identified by respondents was education. This included formal 

education, non-formal education as well as supports for young people in terms 

of making transitions between education and employment. 

- “Support in the journey between education, employment and future 

choices…as it can be a minefield.” 
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Motivation and determination  

Being motivated and determined was the next most commonly cited 

competence by respondents which would help young people facing difficult 

situations.  

 

Communication skills 

Good communication skills such as active listening and debating was the next 

most identified competence needed by young people facing difficult situations. 

 

- “Good at communication with other people.” 

 Other  

Other beneficial competences or skills for young people facing difficult 

situations identified by respondents included: 

 Confidence 

 Positivity  

 Creativity 

 Teamwork skills 

 Resilience  

 Life experience  

 IT skills 

 Flexibility 

 Trust worthy  

 Hard-working 

 Life skills, e.g. cooking 

 Honesty 

 Loyalty  

 Sport skills 

 Leadership skills  

 Ability to learn new things 

 Critical awareness 
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Resilience was identified as a key factor for young people from minority ethnic 

backgrounds in the research in terms of dealing with racism in Ireland. 

 

- “Sometimes you kind of shrug it off because you kind of question 

yourself, where did they learn it from, why are they like this and then if 

they get it from their parents… you kind of can’t blame them in a sense 

because it’s how they grew up as well. So you kind of just let it go 

because you have to kind of understand ok I know if my parents were 

racist I’d kind of naturally grow up like that.” 

 

- “I kind of ignore these kind of comments because I know that these 

people are just ignorant.” 

 

- “It rarely happens, only happened me once or twice. But if it happens I 

don’t react to it straight away, I just keep on walking and ignore them. If 

I ever have to talk to someone I always tell my brother or my family, even 

my friends. But yeah I just don’t react to it, I try not to let it bother me 

and move on from it.” 
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Question 6: Realising your potential 
 

Question 6 states, ‘What would you need to fully realise your potential and 

help others to realise theirs?’ 

 

Situations of vulnerability 

Respondents were asked to give examples of situations of vulnerability that a 

young person in Ireland might face which could have an impact on their ‘start 

point’ in a journey to reaching their potential.  

 

Financial disadvantage  

The most frequently cited situation of vulnerability for young people which 

impacts them reaching their potential was judged to be financial disadvantage, 

e.g. being from a low socio-economic background, a disadvantaged area, 

unemployed, low paid or on social welfare. The key impacts of this situation of 

vulnerability were considered to be poverty, inequality and lack of 

opportunities, e.g. to access education.  

 

- “Lack of access to resources needed to reach goals.” 

 

Discrimination/racism 

The next most commonly identified situation of vulnerability for young people 

which impacts their potential was discrimination and racism. Respondents felt 

discrimination against young people on the grounds of their skin colour, 
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ethnicity, gender, religion, sexuality, mental health etc. could lead to 

vulnerability and a lack of acceptance of these groups in society. 

 

- “Traveller children, ethnic groups face discrimination.” 

 

- “Prejudice against LGBT groups, mental health.” 

 

Access to education  

Lack of access to education was considered to be another key situation of 

vulnerability for young people which could hinder their potential. This mainly 

related to the inability of some young people to access third level education 

due to its cost. Young people who are children of non-EU migrants also 

highlighted their situation of vulnerability in terms of not being able to access 

third level education due to high fees.  

 

- “Social inequality, unable to access education due to being unable to pay 

increasing fees.” 

 

- “No college, no opportunities.” 

 

Housing and homelessness 

Lack of access to affordable housing and homelessness was the next most 

mentioned situation of vulnerability for young people. This included students 

trying to access affordable rented accommodation in order to attend third 

level education as well as ethnic minority groups trying to access 

accommodation.  
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- “Housing crisis, youth unable to access accommodation to attend 

education due to lack of rent regularisation/student grant too low.” 

 

Lack of support 

Young people who lack support from their parents, guardians or families were 

considered to be particularly vulnerable. This includes young people who come 

from families where there has been a breakdown in relationships, family 

difficulties or young people who are in the care of the state.  

 

- “Breakdown in family/parenteral relationships or support.” 

 

- “Foster care, lack of funding, pulled from one area/situation to the next.” 

 

Isolation 

Respondents felt young people who feel isolated and do not have a sense of 

belonging or connectedness with others are very vulnerable which can impact 

on them reaching their potential. 

 

- “Young people’s isolation.” 

 

Youth employment  

According to respondents, young workers can be vulnerable in terms of 

unemployment and employment rights in Ireland, for example, in relation to 

low pay, zero hour contracts, lack of job security and the exploitation of young 

workers through schemes such as Jobsbridge. 
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- “Labour rights, e.g. no security, no regulation, Jobsbridge.” 

 

Experiences related to being a migrant  

A number of young people from migrant backgrounds living in Ireland who 

were consulted identified their situations of vulnerability. Key areas which 

affect this group include lack of documentation, access to third level 

education, language difficulties, housing and homelessness which impacts on 

achieving their potential in terms of travelling, education and employment. 

 

Other 

Other situations of vulnerability identified in the consultations which can 

impact on young people reaching their potential included:  

- Teenage pregnancy 

- Physical, intellectual or learning disabilities 

- Lack of access to physical and mental health services 

- Lack of confidence/empowerment  

- Peer pressure, e.g. drugs, gangs, social media 

- Cultural differences 

- Language difficulties  

- Bullying 

- Environment, lack of space  

- Stress 

- Strict parents  

 

- “Health, unable to access adequate facilities/resources to assist them to 

develop and enhance their mental/physical health.” 
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- “External influences and pressure, e.g. peer group, gangs, drugs, area 

they come from.” 

 

- “Social media, it could influence how you think rather than having their 

own thoughts.” 

The research found that intergenerational differences can have an impact on 

young people from minority ethnic backgrounds with regard to matters such as 

appropriate behaviour or cultural norms. Young people often had to deal with 

differences between the expectations of their parents or communities and 

those of their peers and the wider ‘Irish’ community.  

 

- “I came here when I was 7, but you kind of lose your cultural side and you 

just focus so much on being part of the Irish culture. That you throw 

everything out the window, you even get into disagreements with your 

parents because your parents still have the cultural background and 

there’s so many differences in the house and then you’re trying to please 

your parents so there’s a lot of confusion, you grow up so confused. And 

then you just get older and have to kind of decide for yourself.” 

 

Some young people spoke about how their parents being overprotective 

impacts on their confidence and their opportunities to take part in activities. 

 

- “My mum kept me in so like I wasn’t allowed go to like the cinema 

because she was scared that I might get like raped or something in the 

city, come on this is a new country so my mum was like.  She’s really over 

protective, so even to like walk outside my house she wouldn’t let me, 

even to like answer the door for like anyone who was white, I wasn’t 

allowed answer the door. So like … a few months ago I went to Dublin by 

myself and I was so scared because like there was a lot of people around 

me who knew what they were doing and I didn’t know what I was doing 

and I just felt like, I felt so lost.” 
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One of the key findings in the research related to the young people from ethnic 

minority backgrounds achieving their potential and doing well. This was seen 

as coming from parental pressure with a particular focus on their migrant 

experience.  

 

- “Definitely you want to achieve something because like I think people of 

different [cultural] backgrounds, you know the number one aim is always 

to please your parents. Like whatever they say, they always say ‘we 

brought you here blah, blah, blah, we suffered and this and that’. So then 

your goal is like ok my parents did this, I have to train to do this, I have to 

try and get my degree, I have to try and become a lawyer, a doctor, they 

always want you to have some type of [qualification]. They give you a 

high standard and you try to achieve that.” 

 

Some young people from minority ethnic backgrounds spoke about the impact 

of racism on them achieving their potential, for example one young person’s 

friend returning back home as a result of racism they experienced. 

 

- “I had a friend, like he came here only 2 years ago and he was a few 

months in Ireland and at the end of the school year he went back home 

because he couldn’t get any friends here. Because of the racist [attitude], 

he felt bad and everything and went back home.” 
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY OF KEY 

CONSULTATION FINDINGS 
 

 

Question 1: Changes in society 
 

Changes in society respondents were most concerned about included: 

 Brexit 

 Racism and discrimination  

 Migration/’refugee crisis’ 

 Terrorism, violence and radicalisation 

 Rise of extreme political ideologies 

 Economic changes 

 Media influence on society 

 TTIP 

 Climate change 

 Lack of sovereignty 

 

What is needed to adapt to changes in society? 

The key needs to adapt to changes included: 

 Education 

 Integration  

 More balanced media 

 A more democratic society 
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 Increased security  

 

Question 2: Connecting with people from different 

backgrounds 
 

Factors that help respondents make connections with people from different 

cultural, social, economic and religious backgrounds included: 

 Education 

 Empathy, tolerance and respect 

 Communication and interaction 

 Integration and participation in society 

 

Barriers to connections 

Key barriers to making connections with people from different backgrounds 

identified included: 

 Discrimination/racism 

 Lack of education 

 Language 

 Economic barriers 

 Isolation/lack of identity 

 

Question 3: Stigmatisation of vulnerable young people 

 

Key factors which participants felt could help avoid the stigmatisation of 

vulnerable young people and provide them with equal opportunities in society 

included: 
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 Equal access to education 

 Support/guidance 

 Access to healthcare 

 Youth services 

 Youth participation 

 Safe environments 

 Tackle discrimination, prejudice and stereotyping 

 

Question 4: Belonging in your community, society and 

Europe 

 

Community: 

What makes participants feel that they belong in their local community 

included: 

 Community clubs, groups and programmes  

 Facilities, amenities and services  

 Family, friends and neighbours 

 

Society: 

Key factors that make participants feel like they belong in society included: 

 Democracy/voting 

 Employment 

 Culture 

 School 

 Language 

 

Europe: 
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What makes people feel like they belong in Europe included: 

 Freedom of movement 

 Common culture 

 Sport 

 Common currency 

 Language 

 

Barriers to belonging:  

Key barriers to belonging identified by participants included: 

 Discrimination and racism 

 Unemployment 

 Education  

 Violence 

 Unequal opportunities 

 Lack of facilities 

 Homelessness 

 Alcohol and drug misuse   

 Family difficulties 

 

Question 5: Ability to deal with difficult situations 

 

Key competences which might benefit a young person undertaking a journey 

where there is change, challenges, different people and new experiences 

included:   

 Empathy, tolerance and respect 

 Education 

 Motivation and determination 

 Communication skills 
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Question 6: Realising your potential 
Key situations of vulnerability that a young person might face which could have 

an impact on them reaching their potential included: 

 Financial disadvantage 

 Discrimination/racism 

 Access to education 

 Housing and homelessness 

 Lack of support, e.g. from family  

 Isolation 

 Youth employment  

 Experiences related to being a migrant 
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